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ABSTRACT

A number of regional research on the operations of private funds in Africa exist
with varying levels of depth and detail. These research focus on the continent's regional
hubs-North Africa, West Africa, East Africa, Central Africa, and South Africa. Given the
varying economic realities among countries within these hubs, there is a need for more
in-depth analysis within those regional entities at the sub-regional or national level.
Additionally, the vast majority of those studies concentrate only on later stage investment
funds. There is a gap in observations, analysis, and development of frameworks for early
stage investment funds to successfully invest in this part of the world.

The present work aims to study the challenges and opportunities for private funds,
with a focus on early-stage investment funds that currently invest or wish to invest in
Western-African countries at both sub-regional and national level.

Thesis Supervisor: Matthew Rhodes-Kropf
Title: Associate Professor of Finance, MIT Sloan School of Management
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The West African entrepreneurship ecosystem is vibrant and growing but it is still

nascent. The sub-region is comprised of 15 economically diverse countries linked by a

strong cultural and historical heritage, namely: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'voire, Cape

Verde, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, Niger,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo. With over 300 million inhabitants, this sub-region is

divided into two economic blocs:

" West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) - French-speaking

countries with the exception of Guinea, WAEMU is led by Cote d'voire and

Senegal.

• West African Monetary Zone (WAMZ) - Mainly dominated by the English-speaking

countries of the region, which are Nigeria and Ghana.

Developing strategies and approaches that will encourage financial institutions and

individual investors to provide early stage financing contributes greatly to the continued

growth of the sub-region's ecosystem. This is because financial instruments designed for

early stage financing in three different phases of a company's growth: pre-seed, seed and

early stage, enable startups to experiment, verify key markets, test new approaches, and

ultimately, scale. It is an important imperative for society as a healthy entrepreneurial

community creates a more stable, peaceful, economically vibrant West African society.

To identify the needs of West African entrepreneurs, a survey has been conducted

with business founders and early-stage entrepreneurs. 23 respondents demonstrate a

small yet diverse sample that show common characteristics and trends in the West

African startup ecosystem. The interview participants were from Cote d'voire, Ghana,

Nigeria, Senegal, Mali, and West African diaspora members. Their current startups or

business ideas are from diverse field: e-commerce, crop insurance, and education

technology.

The results of the survey showed that most West African entrepreneurs were at

the pre-seed and seed stages. Many of them are seeking funding, mainly grants and small
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investments primarily to further develop either their first MVP or a better version of it. 13%

of the responders were looking for seed capital and 8% looking to raise their first round.

The survey revealed a potential hindrance to a healthy and liquid investment

ecosystem. Most West African entrepreneurs do not have plans to exit their businesses.

75% of the respondents of the survey claimed that they would never exit from their

business.

To meet the needs of startup entrepreneurs while minimizing the risk inherent to

investing in African emerging economies, several strategies are proposed under two

buckets:

1. Collaboration and Partnership

Collaboration with technology hubs where investors can work with potential

entrepreneurs who have already the startup culture and basic training. At the end of year

2016, the official count of technology hubs were 104 across West Africa, with more than

50% located in Nigeria alone.

Partnerships with elite universities and business schools such as Lagos Business

School (LBS), an elite Nigerian business school ranked by the Financial Times ranking

and The Economist rankings. Since being established in 2003, LBS' business-oriented

programs in order to develop practical business skills that are relevant to the global

business environment.

The West African diaspora is a promising pipeline of potentially skilled and

experienced entrepreneurs who have knowledge of local business challenges and

international outlook. Investors can connect to them and invest in their current or future

ventures targeting West African market.

2. Diversification as a means of reducing exposure to risk

To reduce exposure to risk for the entire West African region, investors should

consider diversifying their funding operations. West Africa, as mentioned earlier, has two
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regional sub-blocs that have very different macroeconomic conditions. The WAEMU bloc

is led by Cote d'lvoire and Senegal and the WAMZ bloc is led by Nigeria and Ghana. To

mitigate their risks investors should invest at the same time into startups generating cash

flow from each of pairs (Senegal / Cote d'Ivoire or Ghana/ Nigeria) to make ensure high

potential return but minimizing lost.
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I. Africa and its sub regions

For a society to succeed, entrepreneurial endeavor is very important. Amongst

others, the pivotal role of early stage funds is key in the journey of a successful

entrepreneur. An early venture fund is different from other financial institutions in that it

not only evaluates potential investments from a financial point-of-view, but also from a

more nuanced perspective; evaluating subjective components that include the team

behind an idea, the fit between the idea and market and the potential for disruption.

African entrepreneurs are brilliant and are motivated to solve the continent's

toughest challenges through innovative ideas and solutions customized to their local

realities.

However, according to many analysts, the vast majority of the African ventures fail

due to challenges of managing cash-flows during their first three years of existence. While

their business ideas have great potential, the ventures' inability to keep up with demand

due to the absence of a "buffer" to support operations lead to their financial collapse.

In 2017, Venture Capital (VC) transactions reached USD 300 Billion globally. Out

of this huge amount, only 5% went into funding African startups. The main cause of this

phenomenon is the lack of maturity in the development of right financial institutions

amongst private sectors in a market like Africa. The ability to attract cross-border deals

will help catalyze and spur startup ecosystem in the continent'.

While Africa possess many potential, there are still multiple risks to be aware of

and challenges to be addressed by business managers who aspire to capture potential

value in this part of the world.

One source of key challenge of investing in Africa is the lack of knowledge about

the difference in businesses practices and standards of each sub-region. While there are

many business similarities between African regions and countries, it is however important

I https://pitchbook.com/media/press-releases/us-venture-capital-investment-reached-1309-
billion-in-2018-surpassing-dot-com-era
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to recall that Africa should not be seen as a destination with a single set of homogenous

risks factors and potential returns.

The Sahel and West Africa Club whose secretariat is the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), groups the fifty-four (54) African

countries into five main regional blocs where countries are bounded together through

economic and political agreements.

North

Diaspora

West

East

North (7 countries): Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Centr
Morocco, Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic and Tunis

South (10 countries): Angola, Botswana. Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique. Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland. Zambia and
Zimbabwe

West (15 countries): Benin, Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde,
C6te d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea,
Liberia. Mali. Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Siera Leone and Togo

East (14 countries): Comoros, Djbouti, Ethiopia, Eritrea.
Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somatia.
South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda

Central (9 countries): Burundi. Cameroon. Central African Republic,
Chad. Congo. Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea.Gabon
and Sio Tome-and-Principe

Diaspora(-170milionpeople):-eople ofAfrican origin living outside the continent, irrespective of their citizenship and nationality
and who are willing to contribute to the development of the continent and the building of the African Union'. Definition of the African Union.

0 2017. Sahel and West Aica Club Seeta (SWAC/ECD)

Figure 1: The five Sub-regions of Africa (Source: 2017, Sahel and West Africa Club Secretariat
(SWAC/OECD))

The five region are West, Central, East, Southern, North.

/North (6 countries): Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania.

/West (15 countries): Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Cte d'voire, Gambia,

Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra

Leone, and Togo.
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V East (14 countries): Ethiopia, Ethiopia, Somalia, Djibouti, Sudan, Uganda, Kenya,

Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi, The Comoros, Mauritius, the Seychelles and

Madagascar.

Central (9 countries): Central African Republic, Chad, Cameroon, Congo,

Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and Sao Tome and

Principe.

South (10 countries): Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,

Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

This report aims to analyze closely the West African region and the countries within

it in order to expose the local factors that create opportunities and challenges for venture

funds that would like to expand or already have expand in the sub region.

II. Overview of the economic, investment, and political climate of the
West Africa Region.

The West African region is made up of 15 countries, all of which are different from

each other, but linked by a strong cultural and historical heritage. the 15 countries in the

region are: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, Cape Verde, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,

Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, Niger, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.

It covers a total area of 6,140,000 km2 , which represents a quarter of the total size

of the continent and 45 of the world area in terms of habitable land. The population of the

region is estimated at nearly 300 million inhabitants, which gives a density of around 52

inhabitants per square kilometer.

There are three official languages spoken at the regional level. English is spoken

in three countries: Liberia, Ghana, and Nigeria while Portuguese is spoken in Guinea-

Bissau and Cape Verde. For the rest of the region, French is the officiallanguage. Besides

these official languages, there are at least 33 other languages (and corresponding

variations or dialects) spoken by the communities living in this geographical space which

contribute to creating a regional area rich in cultures.
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11.1 Political climate

Over the years, the region has been subjected to political and social instability.

However, political stability has begun to gain ground again recently. Democratic regimes

and climates of peace can be observed now in the majority of the 15 countries. Now the

region is enjoying relatively political stability and freedom from violence. However, some

ongoing security risks can still be observed in the region especially in those that have

recently emerged from crisis such as Cote d'lvoire, Liberia, and Sierra Leone and in

countries like Mali, Burkina, Niger and Nigeria where there is a growth in terrorist

activities, especially in the northern part of those countries. The 15 West African countries

are politically bounded together through the Economic Community of West African States

(ECOWAS), a regional organization. It is a regional single market of around three hundred

million people. It is a perfect example of regional integration unique in Africa and similar

to the European Union (EU) model.

II.1.1 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was created in

Lagos, Nigeria in May 1975. It was created with the intent to promote national

cooperation, economic, and commercial trade to create growth and development within

West Africa. In addition to ensure common political visions for all the governments of the

region, it ensures the convergence of economic policies and the existence of a regional

free trade market. ECOWAS' populations hold a single passport, called the ECOWAS

passport which has some customizations from one state to another allowing to identify

the origins of the citizens. This allows people and goods movement from one state to

another.

The ECOWAS includes two sub-regional blocs: The West African Economic and

Monetary Union (WAEMU) and the West African Monetary Zone (WAMZ).
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Figure 2: WAEMU and Non-WAEMU Countries

I11.2 West African Economic and Monetary Union

The West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) zone is made up of 8

ECOWAS member states, the French speaking state of the country, with the exception

of Guinea. They all use a single currency, the CFA through the French treasury.

Established in 1994, this subregion has been growing these recent years especially after

the end of the civil war in Cote d'voire which is the leading country of the bloc, followed

by Senegal.

IL.1.3 West African Monetary Zone

Established in 2000, this sub-regional bloc made of the other ECOWAS'

countries which did not join the WAEMU alliance has been created to give an alternative

in the form of West African Monetary Zone (WAMZ). It is mainly dominated by the

English-speaking countries of the region, which are Nigeria and Ghana.

11.2 Economy of West Africa

West Africa is not immune against the general trend observed in sub-Saharan Africa

with regard to the strong dependence of the African economies on raw materials and

commodities products such as diamond, cocoa, oil, or rubber. This dependence has long
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been a hindrance to the economic development for these countries which have been

subjected to fluctuations in prices for their different exports.

From 2008 to 2013, the West African subregion was the champion of economic

growth and the growth engine of the continent, showing growth rates of around 6 percent

on average 50 percent higher than the continent's economic growth.

After the drastic fall in raw material prices starting in 2014, the major oil producing

countries, namely Nigeria and Ghana, saw their economies enter into very severe

recession periods, which resulted in the general slowdown of growth in the bloc.

In 2017, the West Africa growth rebounded with an average of about 2.5%. The

region which had experienced a slow growth of about 0.5% on average due mainly to the

negative growth in Nigeria (which account for 70 percent of the Region total PIB) is

expecting to reach 3.8% in 2018 and 3.9% in 2019.

However, compared to its counterparts in Africa, the West Africa Region growth is

not yet rosy and not at the level it used to be years ago.

Africa and its Sub Region GDP growth

7

6

4

3

2

0
2008-2012 2013 2014 2016 2017 2018 (projected) 2019 (projected)

M West Africa East Africa Central Africa -North Africa -Southem Africa - Africa

Figure 3: Africa and its sub regions GDP growth (Source: AfDB African Economic Outlook 2018
West Africa)
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The GDP growth of the region is projected to be tracking the continent GDP growth

for 2019. It is currently lower than those of North and East Africa, but we expect its growth

to recover strongly in the years to come given the recent economic performance of Nigeria

and Ghana based on the recovery in commodity prices.

11.3 Business environment

Challenges

As reported by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a World Bank

institution devoted to investment, advisory, and asset-management services to foster

private-sector development in developing countries, the business environment in West

Africa is improving in the region.

An important and key metric to measure the business environment is the ease of

doing business index which is an index created by the World bank and Mr. Simoeon

Djankov, former deputy prime minister of Bulgaria. This index measures key business

indicators such as business regulation, countries infrastructures, and economic outlooks.

A lower index usually indicates a better and safer business environment

Last year in 2018, the IFC has revealed the ranking for the Doing business 2019

for all the fifteen countries of the West Africa:

/Ghana, which is ranked in 11 4 th, is the highest ranked economy in West Africa.

Other economies that perform better on the rankings are Cote d'voire (at 41st),

Cape Verde (80th), Togo, and Senegal (8 1st).

/ The region's lowest ranked economies are Sierra Leon (16 3rd), Liberia (1 74th), and

Guinea Bissau (17 5 th).

/ The largest economy of the region which is Nigeria (which accounts for 70 percent

of the region's GDP) ranks 1 4 6 th in the report.

Compared to the rest of the African regions, more work needs to be done to

improve the business environment of the West African subregion. Despite its recent

18



progress, the region has weaker legal institutions and expensive regulatory processes

when compared to Eastern Africa (EAC) or Southern Africa (SADC).
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Figure 4: 2013 Business environment in West, East, Southern Africa compared to Asia and
Europe. (Source: IFC ease of doing Business 2013 report)

11.4 Regional hubs

The economy of West Africa depends only on few countries which are Ghana, C6te

d'lvoire, Senegal, and Nigeria. Cte d'lvoire and Senegal are both members of WAEMU,

while Nigeria and Ghana are members of WAMZ. Nigeria alone accounts for more than

70 percent of regional GDP. Economic prosperity of the sub region really depends on the

development of these economies and inversely shocks would be detrimental to the region

when two or three of those countries is not performing well.
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11.4.1 C6te d'voire

Cote d'lvoire has been one of the fastest growing economy in Africa during for the

last 8 years. The country's growth rate has been among the highest in the world. The

country has done many initiatives to improve the business environment in order to attract

foreign investment and spur private sector growth. Also, Cote d'lvoire has just released

its new investment code which makes the growing economy and attractive market a

haven for investors who want to invest in different sectors. The investment code is

expected to improve business growth in the coming years, mainly through startups, joint-

ventures, or personal businesses.

11.4.2 Senegal

Senegal is emerging as the premiere destination for investment in the region as

the country is becoming more and more business-friendly. Several reforms have been

carried out to improve the ease of doing business and ensure an ecosystem that is more

conducive for private investors. According to the African investment index in 2015, the

country is together with Cote d'lvoire and Ghana on the ten top countries to invest in

Africa. With the new business climate, the entrepreneurs work is facilitated and investors

investments are safer which make the country a good place to do business.

11.4.3 Ghana

Ghana unlike many other African countries is relatively politically stable and has very

strong political institutions. This stable and safe atmosphere in addition to many business

reforms have propelled the country to be the first destination in the sub region for foreign

direct investment.

11.4.4 Nigeria

Ranked 14 6th among 190 economies in the ease of doing business, Nigeria is the largest

economy of Africa with 170 millions of habitants. Its economy accounts for 70 percent of

West Africa's GDP. Its economy is primarily based on the oil industry, making the country

extremely dependent on the price of this commodity. A series of world oil price decreases
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during the recent years as plummeted the countries' financial inflows form its most

important export.

Ill. West Africa Startup's Ecosystem

111.1 Unpacking the "Startup" Concept

The term "Startup" has been used more and more in recent years to describe

ventures that are designed to deliver a new product or service under conditions of extreme

uncertainty (Ries, 2011 p. 27). Entrepreneurs have a drive to understand what to build

and for whom, in the shortest amount of time possible, in order to cope with the

uncertainties running a startup (Ries, 2011)

But what is really a startup? There are varying startup definitions:

/ According to Neil Blumenthal, cofounder and co-CEO of Warby Parker: "A startup

is a company working to solve a problem where the solution is not obvious and

success is not guaranteed,"

/According to Paul Graham, the founder of one of the world's most prominent

accelerators and seed funds, Y-Combinator, A startup is a company designed to

grow fast. Being newly founded does not in itself make a company a startup. Nor

is it necessary for a startup to work on technology, or take venture funding, or have

some sort of "exit". The only essential thing is growth. Everything else we associate

with startups follows from growth" (Graham, 2012). Graham, being the founder of

one of the world's most prominent accelerators and seed funds, Y-Combinator,

means that growth is the only essential ingredient in the startup recipe and that

everything else related to startups comes in the wake of growth (Forbes, 2015).

v/ According to Neil Blumenthal, cofounder and co-CEO of Warby Parker, "A startup

is a company working to solve a problem where the solution is not obvious and

success is not guaranteed," (Forbes 2016)

Among these "Startup" definitions, a common view exists on the ability of a Startup

to grow and scale very quickly and most of the time generating a negative cash flow while

doing its customer acquisition.
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Additionally, Steve Blank sees the startup as an organization built to search for a

repeatable and scalable business model and in which founder developed: (i) a vision of

a product with a set of features, (ii) a series of hypotheses about all the pieces of the

business model: Who are the customers/users? What's the distribution channel. How do

we price and position the product? How do we create end user demand? Who are our

partners? Where/how do we build the product? How do we finance the company, etc. and

(iii) an agile approach in building the company.

The Ser for the Business Model j ThexEcmanof the BusinessModel

- Business Model found - Cash-flow breakeven
- Product/Market fit - Profitable
- Repeatable sales model - Rapid scale
- Managers hired - New Senior Mgmt

-15 Opeople

Figure 5 :Steve Blank'sStartupjourneymodel(Source:SteveBlank's Startupjoumey model)

111.2 Global entrepreneurship index

The Global Entrepreneurship and Development Institute (GEDI) is a US-based

institution that looks at how entrepreneurship is promoted and cultivated in countries

across the world. GEDI has developed the Global Entrepreneurship Index (GEl) which

gives a rating on the entrepreneurship ecosystem of each country.

According to GEDI, the GEI measures the quality of entrepreneurship and the extent

and depth of the supporting entrepreneurial ecosystem, using 14 areas considered

important in the quality of entrepreneurial environment: opportunity perception; start-up

skills; risk acceptance; networking; cultural support; opportunity perception; technology

absorption; human capital; competition; product innovation; process innovation; high

growth; internationalization; and risk capital (ResearchGate 2018).

The Index is a set of indicators indicating the health of the entrepreneurship ecosystem it
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assesses the quality of entrepreneurship and the support of the entrepreneurial

ecosystem.

In below table, we can see the worldwide ranking of West African countries GEI

Country GEl rank
Cote d'lvoire 105
Gambia 117
Burkina Faso 129
Nigeria 101
Mali 118

Liberia 119
Ghana 93
Senegal 103
Guinea 130
Benin 128
Togo NC
Cape Verde NC
Bissau Guinea NC

Table 1: Global entrepreneurship and development institute (GEDI)

In the 2018 Global Entrepreneurship Index (GEl) ranking, Ghana ranks 9 3rd out of

137 countries, making it the top country in West Africa for its entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Entrepreneurship in West Africa is growing, but still located in its regional hubs.

The players tend to be located in the major business hubs centers of Lagos (Nigeria),

Accra (Ghana), Dakar (Senegal) and recently Abidjan (Cote d'lvoire). This makes sense

for investors given the support and ease of doing business in those regional hubs.

The GEDI ranking of those 4 countries are the best in the regions, signaling better

places for entrepreneurs and fund to register their businesses.
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Figure 6 : GEl ranking of West Africa regional Hubs

As a result, exceptional growth and investment in the ecosystem through actors

such as incubators, accelerators, and technical assistance providers have been observed

in those four major business hubs of the sub-region, namely, Cote d'voire, Nigeria,

Ghana, and Senegal.

111.3 West Africa Startups

Rising of tech startups in the region

According to analysts, of the top ten fastest growing internet populations in the

world, seven are in Africa, and there is an 81% mobile penetration rate on the continent2.

This growth in the information and communications technology (ICT) sector has been

achieved through massive investment in ICT infrastructure and in reforms to improve the

business environment. This has spurred the rise of many tech startup across the West

African countries.

2 https://blog.usejoumal.com/top-10-african-startups-to-watch-in-2019-362ccec3075a?gi=a6c35802c325
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In parallel, the expansion of internet access has changed West African consumer

behaviors and led to the boom of many tech ventures. The sector experiencing largest

transformation are the banking, retail and education sectors. In the banking sector, a

surge of Financial Technology (Fintech) startup disrupting the entire industry. For

instance, in Senegal, Sudpay is getting more and more popular for online financial

transaction.

The retail sector, which has stayed a non-tech sector for many decades, is seeing

a tremendous change. E-commerce startups are transforming the industry and has

revolutionized the buying journey of West African consumers. Now, from the comfort of

their homes, consumers can search for products, buy through online transactions and get

the product to their doors. For example, Jumia, the e-commerce company based in

Nigeria has grown tremendously to become an important e-market. Launched in Lagos

in 2012, the company successfully did an IPO in 2019 at the NYSE stock exchange. An

important event signaling the new trend of tech startups in West Africa.

For the agriculture sector, agricultural technology (Agritech) startups are entering

the West African space. Given the importance of agriculture for this region, Agritech

startups are encouraged by governments through providing grants for that purpose. A

good example of a prominent Agri-tech startup is AgroCenta. AgroCenta is a Ghanaian

startup helping small farm-owners in West Africa.
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PART 2:

Early Stage Financial Instrument
Overview
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I. Overview

The West African entrepreneurship ecosystem is vibrant and growing but it is still

nascent. Financial instruments designed for early stage financing must emerge to provide

early-stage capital for startups to grow. Early stage financing requires multiple types of

capital to respond to different phases of a company's growth divided into three main

stages: pre-seed, seed and early stage.

Pre-seed Seed Early Stage Later Stage IPO

*M for Mezzanine

Figure 7: Startup Financing Stage (Source: Startup funding stage 3 )

Pre-seed stage financing is mainly provided in the form of grants, crowdsourced

finance, and funding from individual angel investors. The seed stage is the first stage

where VC moving start to flow into deals.

3 http://www.evus.com/blog/startup-funding-stages/
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Il. Pre-seed investment

This stage of funding is intended to help build the initial version of the product and

find the right distribution channel. It also serves to help get the first traction with customers

and validate key markets. This can also be called the pre-product/market fit stage. There

are many types of pre-seed investment sources:

/ Grant or zero-interest loan: government agencies or Development Finance

Institutions (DFIs) fund that allocate mostly grant or zero-interest loan to

entrepreneurs as countries in the regions have realized the importance of the

emergence of new class of entrepreneurs who can help with the lack of job creation

in African countries. Funds have been created throughout West Africa to further

support job creation given the potential of startups and the success stories that

can be seen in more developed economies

v/ Crowdsourcing platforms: Despite being relatively new on the continent, this

source of pre-seed capital is increasingly perceived by some West African

entrepreneurs as easier and simpler compared to the traditional business angel

approach.

/ Individual Angel Investors: As per Investopedia definition, an angel investor is

usually a high net worth individual who provides funds for small startups or

entrepreneurs. The funds that angel investors provide may be a one-time

investment to help the business get off the ground or an ongoing injection to

support and carry the company through its difficult early stages.

Hereafter more details about those pre-seed organizations that operate in West

Africa:

11.1 Government agency, Development Finance Institution, and Other
independent organizations/foundations

There are many West African government agencies, DFIs, and other independents

non-government organizations working to meet the funding needs of young founders in

the subregion.
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A grant is a source of capital that does not expect financial claim on a venture after

for providing the funds. Also called "free-money", for the entrepreneur it is generally

offered through prizes and awards at startup competitions. To participate in those

completions, applicants will follow an application process and if selected will participate

to a pitch event where applicants will pitch their startup ideas.

According to ICTWork blog, the amounts granted to entrepreneurs can vary widely

- Everything from thousands to millions of dollars. However, the majority of those grants

tend to be on the smaller side, typically under USD 50,000. This makes them most

appropriate to early-stage start-ups and digital development entrepreneurs, or more

established entrepreneurs seeking capital to ease cash flow constraints.

Below an example of major grant foundations that work with West African entrepreneurs

(ICTwork):

/The Anzisha Prize: African Leadership Academy's Anzisha Prize is open to

Africans aged between 15 and 22.

/ The Agribusiness Africa Window: The Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund is

geared towards establishing agribusinesses.

/Enhancing Growth in New Enterprises (Engine): Implemented by

Technoserve and funded by the UK Government, this multi-year business plan

competition seeks to equip Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) with the

necessary skills and resources.

/Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme: The Tony Elumelu

Foundation offers USD 100 million for young African entrepreneurs

/Euromena Award for Innovative African Startups: The first edition of

Euromena Consulting's awards is aimed at African start-ups promoting ICT and

social development in Africa.

/ Innovation Prize for Africa: The IPA supports African entrepreneurs,

inventors or academics who could potentially provide homegrown solutions to

some of the continent's everyday challenges
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/ Miss Africa Seed Funding for African Women in Tech Businesses 2018:

An initiative led by DCA Academy that offers grants to support women and girls

in the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields.

V Ashden International Awards for Entrepreneurs in Developing Countries

2018: One of the world's biggest green energy awards, which rewards

innovative enterprises and programs that deliver, or play a key part in enabling

the delivery of sustainable energy systems and help build a low-carbon future.

/ Entrepreneurs' Organization Global Student Entrepreneur Awards

(GSEA) for Innovative Student Entrepreneurs 2018. This global competition is

for student entrepreneurs who actively run a business.

/ She Leads Africa Accelerator: This annual prize goes to a female

entrepreneur in Nigeria.

In 2015, the subregion accounted for 14 DFIs with local presence in many of the

countries. With five offices in Senegal, four in Ghana, and three in Nigeria and the rest of

the offices spread across the rest of the countries.

FIGURE4. IMPACT INVESTOR TYPES AND LOCAL PRESENCE INWESTAFRICA. JULY 2015
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Figure 8: DFI presence in West Africa (2015) (Source: Dalberg Analysis)
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Those institutions have played a big role to support the entrepreneurship

ecosystem in West Africa. They have been a tremendous source of capital for thousand

entrepreneurs but they increased capacity of venture-owners through practical training

and coaching programs.

11.2.1 Crowdsourcing platforms

Crowdsourcing financing consists of online strategies of attracting individual

investors who would like to fund a specific project in order to raise the financing required

by the entrepreneur. In Africa, crowdfunding often takes the form of donations or equity-

based financing which requires a return on investment. It can also take other forms like

peer-to-peer lending. Since 2015, the transactions with the largest proportion among

different types of crowdsourcing activities were donation (37%) and equity-based (33%)

crowdsourcing.

M Eqiyeadn

a Peer-t.fetanin

2015 2014

Figure 9 Crowdsourcing type in 2015 and 2014 (Source: AfrikStart-crowdfunding Africa)

Crowdfunding activity has started online around year 2007 with the first projects

launched by Indiegogo, a leading crowdsourcing platform. On the company's website,

many entrepreneurs found the opportunity to connect with mostly individual investors who

were looking for opportunity and projects to invest in.
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This approach of meeting capital needs appears as a viable and a quick approach

of financing for startups and small businesses. Founders can raise the funds needed for

a project in less than 48 hours, which is relatively very quick compared to business

competitions or approaching angel investors or VCs. This financing method, however, is

more catered for the need of entrepreneurs looking for smaller capital.

This appears to work well for entrepreneurs in West Africa who are jumping into

the bandwagon. For instance, ten new platforms were launched in Nigeria in 2015 from

five in 2014, representing one hundred percent growth.

Crowdfunding platforms in the region is currently a fragmented market with players

operating in local countries. Because this financing method is relatively new, most of the

platforms are not well known by entrepreneurs. According to Massolution, a global

research firm, crowdfunding activities represented a worldwide market of $34.4 billion in

2015. However, African entrepreneurs have raised a measly amount of $32.3 million. This

accounts for a figure less than 0.1% of total global transaction activities, highlighting the

nascent stage of the crowdfunding in the region.

However, even though the crowdsourcing market is new, it is fast growing. The

number of deals have been increasing as a result of the high demand for capital,

especially for early stage ventures as well as the recent surge in mobile penetration. With

17 active crowdsourcing websites, Western Africa is the second most popular subregion

for crowdsourcing activities after the South African subregion.
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NUMBER O ACTIVE CRWDFUNDING WEBSITE

Figure 10 :Number of active crowdfunding websites in 2015 (Source: AfrikStart-crowdfunding
Africa)

11.2.2 Angel investors

An angel investor is a high net worth individual who provides capital for early stage

startups who needs to get off the ground in exchange for ownership equity or for

convertible debt. Usually, angel investors are former successful entrepreneurs who are

looking to help other entrepreneurs to get access to funds. In addition to providing

financial support to entrepreneurs by taking some equity in the business, Business angels

are also known to provide coaching support that are very important for West African

founders in the sub regions who often lack technical skills to carry out their projects.
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The number of deals closed every month are still in the 'tens' which is very low

compared to the number of hundreds or thousands observed in countries with higher

investor activities.

The overall market for Angel investors in West Africa is developing. This

development is mainly based on the growth of middle class population, the emergence of

successful entrepreneurs who are investing back in other entrepreneurs, and the creation

of business angel communities organizing pre-seed investments for entrepreneurs.

Business angel communities and networks help create better relationships among

other business angels and investors. They sometimes operate like a syndicate fund as

they allow their members to co-invest with other members in deals. Below are some

examples of active Western African Business Angel communities (Ventureburn blog):

/The Lagos Angel Network (LAN) is a Nigerian-based organization which

provides seed to funders in Nigeria and beyond. The organization organizes

events where business ideas are presented to the communities by entrepreneurs.

The initiative was founded by Tomi Davies, a local investor.

/The Ghana Angel Investor Network (GAIN) is a network of Angel investors with

a passion for investing in early-stage startups having significant growth prospects

and with a potential to generate very high returns. The organization notes that, as

a network, GAIN is not-intended for profit. However, members and beneficiaries

seek to derive significant returns on their investments.

With regards to successful entrepreneurs investing back in entrepreneurs, the

experience of Sim Shagaya, the founder of giant Nigerian based ecommerce who

invested back in a ride-sharing startup called GoMyWay in 2015 is a clear example.
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lil. Seed investment

This stage of funding is intended to help developed key attributes of the product and

test the market to gauge potential customer tractions. This space is usually filled with

deep pocket Angel investors who can write bigger checks, usually around USD 100,000

to USD 500,000 or angel investor syndicate. It is also filled of early-stage VCs, also called

seed stage VCs, or Micro VCs.

111.1 Angel Investors Groups (USD 100,000 to USD 500,000 checks):

To source better deals, improve due diligence, and pool their investments to gain

better leverage in deals while lowering their individual exposure, angels investors can get

together. The group is therefore stronger and better equipped to invest in larger deals.

They can invest not only during the pre-seed stage but also support startups during the

seed stage where relatively bigger checks are needed.

A good example of angel investor group is the Lagos Angel Network. It is an

association of angel investors who gathered to provide mentoring and access to support

for start-up entrepreneurs. More importantly, they also provide seed funding to those who

have already passed the MVP stage.

111.2 Seed stage VCs/Micro VCs:

The seed institutional VC firm is a VC that sits somewhere between individual angels

and larger VC firms in terms of stage of the startup they focus on. They are targeting

deals value that are less mature but still require bigger checks to be written in comparison

to those written by written business angels. West Africa's scene consists mostly of a

combination of local VCs firms and international non-profit impact funds.

For example, Golden Venture is a spin-off of Venture Capital Trust Fund initiative in

Ghana. In addition to providing seed capital, the fund's other key objective is to design

and implement innovative approaches to assist founders in meeting their goals.
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Another example is VestedWorld, a firm based in Liberia and Chicago, which invests

typically between USD 250,000 to USD 2 million in early stage companies in a variety of

spaces focusing on growth. The company's portfolio is supported by third-party Vested

Advisors to provide operational support.
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Part 3:
Challenges and Opportunities
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An advantage of investing in emerging markets is the strong growth of their
economies. One of the most attractive rewards for an investor in an emerging market is

the higher return associated with their investment these economies tend to grow much

faster than those in developed countries.

Like any emerging market, the West African market presents both very promising

economic challenges as well as high risks related to the nature of the economies. Indeed,

despite all the challenges that investment funds with an interest in Africa may face,

investing in this world can prove to be extremely profitable.

However, the potential for a strong return on investment for investors in the

region's emerging markets should not make us forget the risks to which these same

investors may be exposed.

The risks usually encounter by investors in the subregion come in different forms.

In addition to the usual risks associated with these economies such as political, economic,
and currency fluctuations sides, there are risks associated with the fragile nature of the
environment of startups in the West African zone. The challenges and benefits for
investors also depend on which country within the subregio they decide to invest. For

example, VCs or business angles would not be facing the same risks regarding the
currency volatility as they decide to invest in startups operating in WAEMU (The West
African Economic and Monetary Union) or in the WAMZ (West African Monetary Zone).
The currency fluctuation risks, which is almost at zero, observed for an investment in a

startup operating the WAEMU zone comes from the stable currency used by the eight

countries in this union. Therefore, to invest in the region requires an understanding of the
nuances and the specific contexts of related risks and challenges.
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I. Challenges

As mentioned, an investor's risks can be categorized into the risks inherent to the

overall political and macroeconomic of the West African countries and those more related

to startup environment.

1.1 Challenges inherent to the overall political and macroeconomic of

the West African countries:

I.1.1 Political Risks

West African countries, like many of the other African countries, may have

unstable, even volatile, governments. Even though the situation is improving for the

regions, the military coups and unrest events that happens in many of the countries during

the recent decades demonstrated that stability in the region is still fragile. Recently,

pockets of terrorist activities in isolated territories are raising fears for the security of the

region. A situation of instability can jeopardize the efforts of companies and startups who

often work under already difficult conditions.

L.1.2 Economic Risks

This can be seen as one of the key challenge for investors in the region. In fact, in

general African economies are unfortunately less resilient to multiple external factors that

are out of those countries' control. For, example the vast majority of the African countries

are mainly exclusively dependent on the export of their agriculture sector or of their raw

material exports.

As a result, African economies are highly volatile due to their sensitivity to the price of the

commodities. Markets for commodities have showed significant price volatility over time.

Economic factors definitely play a very vital role in the financial forecast and valuation

which serve as basis for the deal between the investor and the entrepreneur. A high and

unforeseen inflation can for example reduce the startup's financial projections and sales

forecasts significantly.
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/.1.3 Currency Risks

Foreign currency shortages and exchange rate fluctuations are some of the

biggest challenges facing private equity investors in Africa. These issues were

prominently identified at the African Private Equity conference hold in South Africa in

2016. The value of the currency of many of the West African countries can be extremely

volatile compared to the Euro or to the United States Dollar. Because many investment

funds in the region are raising money and invest in either euro or dollars but are expecting

to be paid back by startups getting revenues and income in weaker and volatile

currencies, the expected return can be potentially extremely lessened.

Here an example with the Naira, the Nigerian currency. In 2015, due to a drastic

fall in oil prices, Naira's value went down by a significant level due to a fall in oil prices. In

2015, the Central Bank of Nigeria pegged the local currency around N200 to the US Dollar

in order to protect the country against high inflation. In June 2016, however, the central

bank had to devalue the naira to continue to fight against the high prevailing inflation. The

Nigerian currency weaken to about N315 to dollar, representing a 60% depreciation in

less than twelve months.

1.2 Challenges inherent to the West African startup environment

The challenges inherent to the West African startup ecosystem are from many kinds.

They range from the existence of only few good deals in the regions to the lack of exit

opportunities for startups. Many investors operating in West African countries are finding

difficult to spot good business models that are easily scalable and can address larger

markets.

4https://www.ntusbfcas.com/african-business-insights/content/examining-the-opportunities-and-challenges-in-
africa-for-private-equity-firms
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To better appreciate the risk for investment funds, a survey has been conducted

during this research. 23 business founders and early stage entrepreneurs have been

asked questions to evaluate what other risks and challenges investors might be facing

when investing in the region.

The relatively diverse yet small sample size was selected to show common

characteristics and trends in the West African startup ecosystem. The interview

participants were from Cote d'ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, Mali, and West African

diaspora members. They current startups or business ideas are from diverse field: e-

commerce, crop insurance, agricultural farm, and even e-education.

Many of the survey respondents were at the seed stage, looking for grant and pre-

seed money to develop either their first MVP or a better version of it. 13 % of the

responders were looking for seed capital and 8% looking to raise their first round.

Many business models are not scalable to the whole region

Investors are attracted to finance businesses which have huge potential for growth

hoping to make superior return. An entrepreneur's ability to quickly scale their businesses,

one of the key factors for investors to consider to invest, depends on a successful

business model.

To get a better sense of how scalable their business model could be, we asked the

participants their number of expected customers in the near future. On average, the

respondents were expecting 450,000 customers after three year of operations.
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Average expected customers for the next 3 years
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Figure 11: Average expected customers for ther next 3 years

With the in ECOWAS community, entrepreneurs have easy access to a market of

300 million people. However, from that potential market, only a small percentage is

intended to be captured by respondents over the next 3 years.

This issue observed during our survey is unfortunately a general trend and is true

for the majority of the business in the West Africa. According to Chatam House Research

Center, scalable business models that will increase revenues or other key metrics

(number of customers, click through rate, number of subscribers, etc.), are difficult to find

in the region. Even though scaling up is perceived as the only means by which African

startups can survive, very few of them have succeeded in doing so.5

Not too many exit opportunities

To the question to know when did the entrepreneurs plan to exit their businesses,

75% participants in the survey responded that they would never exit from their business.

In fact, they consider their ventures as their'baby' and do not have the intention to let it

go.

5https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2017-09-08-business-of-scale-africa-
thompson-shepherd-welch-anyimadu.pdf (page 11)
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Figure 12: When do you plan to exit

This can be a serious problem for investors as entrepreneurs might not be fully

aligned with investor objectives. Another complication is that for those who would like to

exit in the future, there is no plenty exit opportunities available.

According to the African Business Angel Network (ABAN), which supports the

development of early-stage investor and entrepreneur's networks, there are not too much

exits opportunities for startups in Africa. Startups usually have two exit options: founders

can decide to exit through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) or to be acquired either by

strategic or financial acquirers. However, getting to either stages can be very challenging.

IPO could have been a good strategy given the expansion of the West African

stock exchanges with the major players being the BRVM (WAEMU countries' stock

exchanges) and the Nigerian Stock Exchange. However, African markets in general don't

value tech stocks and new ventures very well. The acquisition either by a PE firm or a

strategic buyer remains therefore the only viable options. Recent number of acquisitions

have been rare for African startups outside South Africa. 6

6 https://technext.ng/2019/04/03/african-startup-acq uisition-in-fuII-swing-as-iiii-takes-over-olx-africa-operations/
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Without viable exit opportunities, the West African startup ecosystem appears very

illiquid for investors who cannot easily cash out their shares of a company.

High cost of making deals

The cost per deal for investors in West Africa entrepreneurial ecosystem can be

relatively high for an investor. In their quest to make good deals investors have to search

those deals more than they would do in a more mature space. The search process can

be very costly as there may be a plenty of good ventures ideas but most are not yet ready

enough to be invested in.

To make those ventures more "investment ready", many investors offer coaching

and trainings. They help entrepreneurs developed basic finance skills through extensive

coaching in order to create a pipeline of good deals.

More investment funds are now running as a fund and an accelerator at the same

time which increases investment cost.

Asked to rank their confidence on how ready they are to start negotiate a deals,

the majority of the respondents in the survey were either not confident or somehow

confident in their skills to talk with investors.
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Figure 12 :How confident are you with negotiating with an investors

They are really passionate about their project and they know their customers and

their product in and out but they the majority didn't figure out the story that an investor

would like to see: the financial projections, the exit plan, the scenario analysis and more

importantly the real financial value of their companies.

On the other end, when ask about the strengths and complementarity of the team,

we found that the majority of the entrepreneurs in the survey did not believe to have a

very diverse team and are aware that they lack finance skills.

Given the importance of the founding team for the success of the venture,

questions regarding the participants' founding team skills were asked. They were asked

to rank from a scale of 0 to 10 on how confident they were in the complementarity of the

founding team skill, their experience and their knowledge of the business and their

previous background.
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Figure 13 Team strength

Investors who want to find very good deals in West Africa, deals that are scalable

and that have high potential, need to do an extra works to search and find those rare

opportunities. In other words, low hanging fruits deals are definitely almost nonexistence

as competitions for few good deals are rising among investors.

II. Proposed approach for startup investment fund in West Africa

In this section, a proposed approach is presented for investment funds who would

like to maximize potential return of investment in West Africa while minimizing risk

associated with the challenges in the sub-region.

11.1 Collaboration and partnership as a method to overcome challenges
of investing on the region.

11.1.1 Collaborate with technology hubs where investors can work with
potential entrepreneurs who have already the startup culture and basic
training

In West Africa, there are many of technology hubs and accelerators that have

spread across the major central business districts. This includes the CC Hub, founded by

Tunji Eleso in Nigeria, the Hyperspace in Ghana, founded by Albert Opoku, and Seedstar

in Cote dIvoire and Senegal.
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Figure 14: Number of tech hubs in West Africa as of 2016 (Source: VC4A blog)

At the end of year 2016, the official count of technology hubs were 104 across

West Africa, with more than 50% located in Nigeria alone.

Technology hubs and community spaces are becoming increasingly common

across the subregion, providing spaces and utilities to entrepreneurs, and at the same

time helping with connections and skills development.

According to the World Bank, technology hubs are spaces focused mainly on

developing a digital entrepreneurship ecosystem, or a network leading to an engagement

between digital entrepreneurs, designers, and potential investors.

In that position, technology hubs can link trained and market-ready entrepreneurs

with established businesses to investors. A viable way for investors to invest starts,

therefore, with good collaboration among organizations, which can fill the pipeline with

better market-ready venture projects.
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Similarly, to the collaboration with the tech hubs, prospective investors can seek

close relationship and collaborations with West African entrepreneurs and investor

communities in order to source better deals.

H.1.2 Collaboration with elite universities and business schools.

Businesses are becoming more profitable in Africa, attracting investors who are

progressively looking at the region as an important business hub. At the same time,

business schools and universities are helping not only to prepare tomorrow's business

leaders but also to nurture entrepreneur's skills.7

For example, Lagos Business School (LBS) in Lagos is an elite Nigerian business

school featured in the Financial Times ranking. Since being established in 2003, LBS'

business-oriented programs in order to develop practical business skills that are relevant

to the global business environment.

Those elite West African schools are building a real community of technology

experts and startups. Some of the members of that community have already built solid

minimum viable products or services that they developed in majority during their time of

study and are currently looking for investors to invest in their ventures.

A good and well-structured partnership with those elite institutions could help investors

find early and better-structured deals at relatively low costs.

11.1.3 West African diaspora

West African diaspora is an important pipeline of potentially skilled and trained

entrepreneurs who have great knowledge of local business challenges and who investors

can connect to and invest in their current or future ventures targeting West African market.

According to a Pew Research Center study, Africans are becoming one of the

fastest-growing immigrant populations in the United States. Immigrants from African

countries from age 25 and higher are among the most educated demographic groups in

7 https://www.africa.com/top-business-schools-africa/
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the United States. 35% of these immigrants have at least a bachelor's degree and each

year, many of them are bringing back their international expertise on the continent. 8

In California, Stanford University is working on developing programs to nurture the

African investment and technology communities from within Silicon Valley through The

African Diaspora Network, and The African Technology Foundation. Connecting with

those communities is a strategic move that a potential investor can take.

11.2 Diversification as a means of reducing exposure to risk

To reduce exposure to risk for the entire West African region, investors should

consider diversifying their funding operations. West Africa, as mentioned earlier, has two

regional sub-blocs that have very different macroeconomic conditions.

The WAEMU bloc is led by Cote d'lvoire and Senegal and the WAMZ bloc is led by

Nigeria and Ghana. To mitigate their risks investors should invest at the same time into

startups generating cash flow from each of pairs (Senegal / Cote d'voire or Ghana/

Nigeria) to make ensure high potential return but minimizing lost.

11.2.1 Investing in WAEMU

The WAEMU is the sub-bloc grouping the French-speaking countries of West

Africa. This bloc has experienced a strong economic growth rate of 4% in 2017 and a 6%

in 2018 according to the Union Central Bank - much higher than the total continent which

had a 2.1% growth in 2017.

The realized growth was driven by the performance of both regional country hubs,

Cote d'lvoire and Senegal, which are growing faster than the rest of the others state

members. As a consequence, more investments have been seen in the WAEMU

countries, and startups ventures have been rising.

8https://www.africa.com/top-business-schools-africa/
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In addition to these positive outcomes, one other key element in favor of investing

in the region is its very stable macroeconomic conditions compared to the global

continent. The bloc has a very low inflation rate of around 3% and a very stable currency

due to its connection with the euro.

11.2.2 Investing in WAMZ

The WAEMU is the sub-bloc grouping mainly of the English -speaking countries of

West Africa. This bloc is led essentially by Nigeria, given its economy size and Ghana.

Unfortunately, and as opposed to WAEMU, the region has experienced economic

recession lately due to the fall of the price of its exports products. Another key

characteristic of this bloc and perhaps the main differences compared to the WAEMU on

the economic scene, are the high volatility of the currency and the relatively higher

prevailing inflation rate.

However, the WAMZ startup ecosystem is more mature than WAEMU's and has

therefore been attracting more investors and better entrepreneurs. Focusing in this region

certainly has multiples advantages such as the existence of better deals and higher

chance of exit opportunities from financial sponsors or another fund, generally a Private

Equity firm buying a venture. Therefore, the expected return for investors investing in this

region is higher compared to the one investing in WAEMU.

On the other side, investing in startups operating in WAEMU would guarantee less

exposure to cash flow risk due the stable macroeconomic conditions of the sub-bloc. In

addition, the entrepreneurial ecosystem is more nascent, it represents a blue ocean for

entrepreneurs and investors.
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CONCLUSION

Western Africa's Startup Ecosystem is growing and is growing faster than

expected. More and more deals are being made as ventures are getting more tractions

from investors but the ecosystem has not yet reached its full potential due to some

challenges. In fact, While the sub-region holds great potential for investments, there are

still multiple risks for investors who need to be fully informed and prepare in order to

capture the huge potential upside value that an emerging growing market like West Africa

can offer.

The challenges face by investors in this market come in different forms. In addition

to the usual challenges associated with these economies such as political, economic, and

currency fluctuations sides for an investor, there are risks associated with the fragile

nature of the environment of startups. The challenges and benefits for investors also

depend on which country within the sub-region they decide to invest.

Firstly, because the ecosystem is at a very nascent stage, the majority of the deals

are of small size and generally are more about investment for MVP and product

development. A stage that is more risky for the investors as the product has not yet geo

some initial tractions. Secondly, many entrepreneurs' business models are not quickly

scalable to the whole region and because of that investors may wait longer for a viable

exit opportunities with decent return. Thirdly, there are not too many exit opportunities for

investors who need to cash out. And this is mainly because west African entrepreneurs

in majority are not building the business to do so and because on there the exit options-

IPO or acquisitions-are less common. Finally, because there are very few good deals,

the overall cost of doing businesses for investors is relatively higher.

Nether less, the challenges and the risks of investing in West Africa can be

eliminated or at least minimized for the investors. It will, however, required some

additional commitment and more time before it can happen
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We proposed Several strategies that can be grouped under main two buckets:

Collaboration and Partnership:

Collaboration with technology hubs where investors can work with potential

entrepreneurs who have already the startup culture and basic training.

Partnerships with elite universities and business schools such as in order to get

access to entrepreneurs who have already developed practical business skills

that are relevant to the global business environment.

Investors should connect to the West African diaspora which is a promising

pipeline of potentially skilled and experienced entrepreneurs who have

knowledge of local business challenges and international outlook.

Diversification as a means of reducing exposure to risk

/To reduce exposure to risk for the entire West African region, investors should

consider diversifying their funding operations. West Africa has two regional

sub-blocs that have very different macroeconomic conditions. To mitigate their

risks investors should invest at the same time into startups generating cash

flow from each one of this blocs.

If those strategies are implemented, we will surely see many more better

opportunities for investors in the region.

Collaboration with elites universities , other entrepreneurs communities and the diaspora

will help generate better investment ready deals. And the more deals available the lower

the cost of deal making would be for investors. As a result, more investors will joined the

space provind cheaper capital, which ultimately would lead to more entrepreneurs in the

region. This is what we called a system dynamic view (exhibit 2) of the challenges and

opportunities in investing in West Africa entrepreneurial ecosystem.
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EXHIBIT 1: Survey Questions

Question 1: How many customers do you project to have (or did you have) in 3 years
after starting your business?

Question 2: What is your financing needs?

Question 3: When do you plan for your first exits?

/0

Quetio 4

V
V

QuestIn4
V

V

QuestIo5

V

Question67:

Less than 5 years
Less than 10 years
Never/Not sure

How Strong is your team?

complementarity in skills -Rank from 0 to 10
Team experience in the field of business- Rank from 0 to 10
Previous experience in starting a business-Rank from 0 to 10
a founder with business/finance expertise-Rank from 0 to 10

How confident are you with negotiating deals with a Business angel or VC?

Rank your confidence from 0 to 10

Readiness of your business? (proof of concepts).

MVP development (personal fund/saving, family/friend fund)
proof of concepts
seed capital
Grant
Serie A

How innovative do you believe your business is?

Rank your answer from 0 to 10
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EXHIBIT 2: System dynamic view
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